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FUND RATINGS

Ratings For Government Investment Pools 
In U.S. Attract Growing Interest 
In today’s world, where money must make money, many U.S. state and local governments have 
established investment pools with a goal of balancing yield with safety and liquidity. A growing 
number of localities are choosing to obtain ratings on these local government investments pools 
(LGIPs) to provide reassurance about the funds’ level of protection against credit and market risk. 

Government pools are expanding. Since Connecticut blazed the trail in 1972, their numbers have 
grown dramatically. Large and small government entities in 45 states have such pools, with about 130 
of the larger pools tracked by iMoneyNet, a provider of money market fund data. More than half these 
pools have ratings from one of the major credit rating agencies. 

Standard & Poor’s Ratings Services, which began evaluating fixed-income LGIPs in 1992, 
currently maintains ratings on 71 pools in 24 states (see map and chart), including 16 pools rated over 
just the past two years. Assets under management in these pools have demonstrated a sizable increase, 
growing to approximately $104 billion in October 2006 from roughly $67.5 billion in October 2001, 
although this recent figure represents a small dip from a high of almost $118 billion in December 
2005. The pools are divided into two categories: 45 pools maintain a stable net asset value (NAV) of 
$1.00 per share, making them similar to money market funds (see table 1); the NAV of the remaining 
26 pools fluctuates, and they function much like short-term bond funds (see table 2). 

For the stable NAV pools, Standard & Poor’s compiles and distributes three indexes (one that 
includes all the LGIPs, a second limited to pools investing in government securities, and a third with a 
broader range of investments that can include corporate obligations). “Many local governments have 
adopted these indexes as benchmarks for performance,” noted Gary Arne, managing director in Funds 
Ratings at Standard & Poor’s. Responding to requests from among the more than two dozen funds 
that use the indexes for benchmarking, Standard & Poor’s has further refined the comprehensive 
index, breaking down the pools into four groups based on their yields, which will enable fund 
managers to measure themselves against their peers. 
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The Basics Of LGIPs 
Public entities, such as U.S. states, counties, and cities, sponsor investment pools so that their operating and 
capital funds can earn competitive returns through safe investments. Other public bodies, such as school 
districts, participate in these pools. They often have property taxes and other sources of revenue deposited 
directly into the LGIPs. They can then draw from these funds to pay expenses. 

Standard & Poor’s defines stable NAV pools as those seeking liquidity in addition to safety by investing in 
shorter-term securities, generally with maximum weighted average maturities (WAM) of 90 days and 
maximum final maturities on fixed-rate securities of one to two years. This investment approach enables many 
participants—such as school districts—to use their pool investments to meet daily operating needs. Conversely, 
the fluctuating NAV pools seek longer-term investments to achieve higher yields, using funds that aren’t 
needed for day-to-day expenses. Some pools achieve both goals through a two-tier system that allocates short- 
and long-term investments into separate portfolios, such as the City of Los Angeles General Pool. “A pool’s 
investment objectives and strategy should include matching investments with anticipated cash-flow 
requirements through active management,” stressed Mr. Arne. 

A twist on an LGIP is an intergovernmental pool, in which several counties form one pool and manage it 
jointly. CalTRUST Short Term Fund in California is an example of an intergovernmental pool. 

Either government officials or outside subadvisors—usually investment management firms—can run LGIPs, 
with some pools managed by a combination of the two. Pools may have advisory boards that oversee managers 
as well as establish investment guidelines and operating policies, but they may also choose to have pool 
managers carry out these functions. However, well-publicized losses incurred by some pools in the mid-1990s 
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have led various groups, including the National Association of State Treasurers and the Government Finance 
Officers’ Association, to encourage greater oversight and disclosure. 

LGIPs must follow any applicable rules issued by their respective state and local governments as well as 
those formulated by the Government Accounting Standards Board (GASB). The most recent GASB standards, 
which became effective at the end of June 2005, require that the pools inform their participants about any credit, 
interest rate, or foreign currency risks. 

LGIPs do not have to comply with the Investment Company Act. This means they do not have to register 
with the SEC and are exempt from several other requirements, such as preparing a prospectus, calculating daily 
NAV, and establishing a board of directors that includes independent directors. While asset managers that 
market government-sponsored pools can be exempt from the Investment Company Act, they do have to comply 
with regulations established by the Municipal Securities Rulemaking Board. 

Rating LGIPs 
In determining and reviewing ratings on government pools, Standard & Poor’s evaluates several factors: 
portfolio risks, management, investment strategies, and internal controls and oversight. “A GIP rating is applied 
to the municipal investment pool itself,” explained Mr. Arne. “It’s not an issuer credit rating.” Government 
entities request pool ratings to provide participants with greater transparency and disclosure about the level of 
credit and market risks. They may also want to level the playing field when an LGIP is competing against rated 
institutional money market and bond funds. 

Standard & Poor’s uses a principal stability rating scale for stable value pools, and identifies the rating with 
an ‘m’ subscript, indicating its similarity to a money market fund. These ratings range from ‘AAAm’ to 
‘BBBm’, and then bottom out at ‘Dm’. “Principal stability ratings express our opinion of a pool’s ability to 
maintain a stable principal value and limit exposure to losses due to credit, market, and liquidity risks,” Mr. 
Arne said. 

‘AAAm’ indicates an extremely strong ability to do this. Investments at this level have a maximum WAM of 
60 days and a maximum final maturity of two years for floating rate notes (FRNs). Moving down the scale, the 
‘BBBm’ level indicates an adequate capacity to maintain principal and contain losses. Maximum WAM is 
higher at 90 days, and the FRN final maximum maturity is five years. At the ‘Dm’ default level, an LGIP has 
failed to maintain principal value, with either realized or unrealized NAV losses greater than 0.5%. 

Standard & Poor’s distinguishes fluctuating NAV pools with an ‘f’ subscript, indicating that the share price 
can move daily because of market pricing or changes in portfolio holdings. Fluctuating NAV pools rely on the 
same criteria as those used for bond funds because of the similar investment objectives, with ratings based on 
two scales—fund credit quality and fund volatility ratings. 

The fund credit quality ratings can range from ‘AAAf’ to ‘CCCf’. Pools that earn an ‘AAAf’ rating 
demonstrate extremely strong protection against losses caused by credit defaults, whereas the ‘CCCf’ rating 
indicates extreme vulnerability to credit default losses. Standard & Poor’s analysts apply the company’s 
proprietary quantitative credit matrix factors once a month to measure credit risk exposure. 

Fund volatility ratings gauge sensitivity to market risk expressed through share price and returns. Standard & 
Poor’s analysts determine a fund’s volatility rating by comparing its monthly historical returns to government 
securities, which are considered free from default risk. They also assess the pool’s overall exposure in terms of 
credit risk, interest rate movements, yield-curve environment, secondary-market liquidity, and concentration 
risk. The lowest-sensitivity rating (‘S1’) indicates a risk comparable to government securities with a maturity of 
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one to three years. The highest-sensitivity rating (‘S6’) indicates a portfolio using highly speculative investment 
strategies with many risks, including concentration. 

“We maintain surveillance on all funds we rate—monthly for variable NAV pools,” reported Mr. Arne. “If 
there is a specific event that might affect a rating, we review it immediately. Fund analysts keep in frequent 
contact with portfolio management teams, and they conduct annual management meetings to identify any 
changes in management policy, strategy, and operations.” 
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Table 1 

Rated GIPs With Stable NAV  (cont.'d) 

(As Of Sept. 1, 2006) 

Fund Name Ratings Run By State 

California Asset Management 
Trust/Cash Reserve Portfolio 

AAAm subadvisor CA 

CCRF Federal Portfolio AAAm subadvisor VA 

Colorado Diversified Trust  AAAm subadvisor CO 

Colorado Local Government 
Liquid Asset Trust (COLOTRUST 
PLUS+) 

AAAm subadvisor CO 

Colorado Local Government 
Liquid Asset Trust (COLOTRUST 
PRIME) 

AAAm subadvisor CO 

Colorado Surplus Asset Fund 
Trust (CSAFE) 

AAAm private CO 

Commonwealth Cash Reserve 
Fund/CCRF Prime Portfolio 

AAAm subadvisor VA 

Connecticut State Treasurer’s 
Short-Term Investment Fund 

AAAm state/county CT 

Georgia Fund 1 AAAm state/county GA 

Illinois Funds—Money Market 
Fund (The) 

AAAm state/county IL 

Illinois Funds—Prime Fund (The) AAAm state/county IL 

Illinois Institutional Investors 
Trust 

AAAm subadvisor IL 

Illinois Park District Liquid Asset 
Fund Plus 

AAAm subadvisor IL 

Illinois School District Liquid 
Asset Fund Plus—Liquid Class 

AAAm subadvisor IL 

Illinois School District Liquid 
Asset Fund Plus—Max Class 

AAAm subadvisor IL 

Local Government Investment 
Cooperative 

AAAm subadvisor TX 

Lone Star Investment Pool 
Liquidity Fund 

AAAm subadvisor TX 

Louisiana Asset Management 
Pool  

AAAm state/county LA 

Maryland Local Government 
Investment Pool 

AAAm subadvisor MD 

Massachusetts Health & 
Educational Facilities Authority—
Short Term Asset Reserve Fund 

AAAm subadvisor MA 

Michigan Liquid Asset Fund 
Plus—Cash Management Series 

AAAm subadvisor MI 

Michigan Liquid Asset Fund 
Plus—Max Series 

AAAm subadvisor MI 
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Table 1 

Rated GIPs With Stable NAV  (cont.'d) 

Minnesota School District Liquid 
Asset Fund—Liquid Portfolio 

AAAm subadvisor MN 

Minnesota School District Liquid 
Asset Fund—Max Portfolio 

AAAm subadvisor MN 

Missouri Securities Investment 
Program— Money Market Series

AAAm subadvisor MO 

Nebraska School District Liquid 
Asset Fund Plus 

AAAm subadvisor NE 

New Jersey Asset and Rebate 
Management Trust 

AAAm subadvisor NJ 

New MexiGROW Local 
Government Investment Pool 

AAAm state/county NM 

New York Liquid Asset Fund - 
Liquid Portfolio 

AAAm subadvisor NY 

New York Liquid Asset Fund—
Max Portfolio 

AAAm subadvisor NY 

North Carolina Capital 
Management Trust—Cash 
Portfolio 

AAAm subadvisor NC 

Pennsylvania INVEST Daily AAAm state/county PA 

Pennsylvania Local Government 
Investment Trust/PLGIT/ARM 
Portfolio 

AAAm subadvisor PA 

Pennsylvania School District 
Liquid Asset Fund - Liquid Series 

AAAm subadvisor PA 

Pennsylvania School District 
Liquid Asset Fund—Max Series 

AAAm subadvisor PA 

Pennsylvania Treasury INVEST 
Community Pool 

AAAm state/county PA 

PLGIT—Class Shares AAAm subadvisor PA 

Puerto Rico Government 
Investment Trust Fund 

AAAm subadvisor PR 

SNAP Fund AAAm subadvisor VA 

State Treasury Asset Reserve of 
Ohio (STAR OHIO)     

AAAm state/county OH 

Texas Local Government 
Investment Pool 

AAAm subadvisor TX 

Texas Short Term Asset Reserve 
(TexSTAR) Cash Reserve Fund 

AAAm subadvisor TX 

TexasDAILY AAAm subadvisor TX 

TexPool Prime AAAm subadvisor TX 

Virginia Local Govenment 
Investment Pool 

AAAm state/county VA 
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Table 2 

Rated GIPs With Fluctuating NAV  (cont.'d) 

(As Of Sept. 1, 2006) 

Fund Name Ratings Run By State 

CalTRUST Short Term Fund AAf/S1+ subadvisor CA 

City of Houston General Investment Pool AAAf/S1 state/county TX 

City of Long Beach California Investment Pool AAAf/S1 state/county CA 

City of Los Angeles General Pool AAAf/S1 state/county CA 

Florida Local Government Investment Trust AAAf/S1 subadvisor FL 

Georgia Extended Asset Pool AAAf/S1 state/county GA 

IMET 1-3 Year Fund AAAf/S1 subadvisor IL 

Kansas Pooled Money Investment Portfolio AAAf/S1+ state/county KS 

King County Investment Pool AAAf/S1 state/county WA 

Lone Star Investment Pool Liquidity Corporate Fund AAAf/S1+ subadvisor TX 

Lone Star Investment Pool Liquidity Plus Fund  AAAf/S1+ subadvisor TX 

Michigan Liquid Asset Fund Plus Term, Series  A AAAf subadvisor MI 

Michigan Liquid Asset Fund Plus Term, Series B AAAf subadvisor MI 

Minnesota School District Liquid Asset Fund Plus Term, Series A AAAf subadvisor MN 

Minnesota School District Liquid Asset Fund Plus Term, Series B AAAf subadvisor MN 

Missouri Securities Investment Program Term Series 0807 AAAf subadvisor MO 

Missouri Securities Investment Program Term Series A AAAf subadvisor MO 

Missouri Securities Investment Program Term Series B AAAf subadvisor MO 

San Bernardino County Investment Pool AAAf/S1+ state/county CA 

San Diego County Treasurer’s Pooled Money Fund AAAf/S1 state/county CA 

State of Texas Treasury Pool AAAf/S1 state/county TX 

TexasTerm, Local Goverment Investment Pool, Series L AAAf subadvisor TX 

TexasTerm, Local Government Investment Pool, Series K AAAf subadvisor TX 

Ventura County Treasury Portfolio AAAf/S1+ state/county CA 
 

Standard & Poor’s Indexes 
In March 1995 Standard & Poor’s introduced its first government pool index, which consisted of all the stable 
NAV pools it rated. Currently called “Rated GIP Index/All,” it contains 45 ‘AAAm’ rated pools. Since July 
2003 Standard & Poor’s has also provided two additional indexes that separate the pools into subgroups. “Rated 
GIP Index/Government” lists stable NAV pools with investments in U.S. government securities (from agencies 
such as Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac, and Sallie Mae), U.S. Treasuries, and repurchase agreements collateralized 
by U.S. government securities. “Rated GIP Index/General Purpose Taxable” focuses on stable NAV pools with 
broader-based investments, which can include CP, corporate notes, bankers acceptances, and CDs. 

All the indexes list a simple average of seven-day and 30-day net yields, the average number of days to 
maturity, and the total assets. Starting in 2007, Standard & Poor’s will add quartile rankings to the 
comprehensive index and update them quarterly. These rankings will divide the 45 pools into four segments, 
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placing them into the appropriate quartile based on their seven-day and 30-day gross yields in one ranking and 
the net yields in another ranking (see table 3). 

 

Table 3 

Standard & Poor’s LGIP Index Quartile Rankings 

(As of Sept. 30, 2006) 

 Seven Day 30 Day 

Ranking Top Yield  Low Yield Top Yield  Low Yield 

 Gross Yields (%) 

Top Quartile 5.44 5.37 5.50 5.37

Second Quartile 5.37 5.32 5.37 5.31

Third Quartile 5.32 5.29 5.31 5.26

Fourth Quartile 5.29 5.20 5.26 5.21

 Net Yields (%) 

Top Quartile 5.39 5.23 5.51 5.23

Second Quartile 5.23 5.15 5.23 5.14

Third Quartile 5.15 5.03 5.14 5.02

Fourth Quartile 5.03 4.65 5.02 4.63
 

Looking Ahead 
Judging by their growth, LGIPs are definitely here to stay. Their numbers will likely increase since they offer 
states, cities, and other localities a safe and low-cost way to invest operating and surplus funds. 

Standard & Poor’s would like to add a fluctuating NAV index to complement its existing stable NAV 
indexes. It should be able to do this once it has enough government pools in its ratings base to accurately 
represent the broader marketplace. 

Writer: Libby Bruch 
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